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Mammalian cells compensate for
the presence of two X
chromosomes in female cells
versus one in male cells by
randomly choosing one of the two
chromosomes in female cells to
be transcriptionally silenced. The
process of X chromosome
inactivation is regulated by two
noncoding RNAs: Xist, which
spreads in cis to coat the inactive
X chromosome, and its antisense
transcript, Tsix [1]. The genes for
these two RNAs are located in a
region of the X chromosome
known as the X inactivation center
(Xic). Another sequence in the Xic,
Xite, is adjacent to the 5′ end of
Tsix and appears to regulate Tsix
transcription [2].
Before X inactivation is initiated,
the cell must determine whether or
not it is necessary: is there more
than one X chromosome? The
mechanism by which chromosome
counting occurs is not yet
understood, though several models
have been proposed (Figure 1). The
simplest model proposes that a
blocking factor is present in a
quantity sufficient to prevent one
and only one X chromosome per
cell from being inactivated; in this
model, silencing of the X
chromosome is the default state
[3,4]. A second model suggests
that, in addition to a blocking factor
to mark the active X chromosome,
a competence factor, produced
only when more than one X
chromosome is present, is required
to allow for silencing of the inactive
X chromosome [5]. In this model,
blocking factor and competence
factor might compete for binding to
the same site in the Xic. In both of
these models, the blocking factor
binding site is known as the
counting element. A recent paper
[6] takes a step toward elucidating
the mechanism of chromosome
counting by identifying a 15
kilobase sequence that appears to
be required for counting.
Studies of deletions in the Xic
have given some hints as to where
a counting element might be
located (Figure 2). Deleting the 65
kilobases downstream of the Xist
locus — which, among other
things, removes Xite and the 5′ end
of the antisense transcript Tsix —
leads to the deletion-carrying
chromosome always being
inactivated, in both male and
heterozygous female cells [7,8].
This result is consistent with a
simple blocking factor model: if the
blocking factor binding site is
deleted, that chromosome is
always silenced. Wild-type X
inactivation can be restored by
adding back the 37 kb immediately
adjacent to the Xist locus, implying
that a counting element may be
located in the 37 kb 3′ to Xist [8].
Deleting only the 5′ region of the
Tsix locus (Tsix∆CpG) has no effect
in male cells; counting appears to
be normal in heterozygous female
cells, as only one X chromosome
per cell is inactivated, but the
mutant chromosome is always the
inactive X [5]. A 12.5 kilobase
deletion of the Xite region yields
similar results, except that the
mutant chromosome in
heterozygous female cells, while
more likely to become the inactive
X, is also sometimes chosen as the
active X [9]. These data suggest
that Tsix and Xite play a role in the
choice of which chromosome to
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Mammalian cells must count their X chromosomes to determine
whether to initiate X chromosome inactivation. A region that may be
important for X chromosome counting has been identified, but the
puzzle pieces still do not quite fit.
Figure 1. Models for X chromosome counting in ES cells.
(A) Blocking factor model. A diploid cell produces just enough of a blocking factor
(green) to bind to one X chromosome and prevent silencing. This assures that both
males and females retain one active X chromosome. The second X chromosome in
female cells is silenced by default. (B) Blocking factor + competence factor model. In
addition to the blocking factor (green) proposed by the previous model, cells contain-
ing more than one X chromosome also produce a competence factor (red). In this
model, X inactivation does not happen by default, but requires binding of a competence
factor to the second X chromosome in female cells. In the simplest version of this
model, blocking factor and competence factor compete for binding to the same site on
the X chromosome.
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inactivate, but not in counting
chromosomes to decide whether
to initiate X inactivation.
Studies in which transgenes
containing different portions of
the Xic are introduced into male
mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells
provide additional clues to the
location of the counting element
(Figure 2). Multicopy transgenes
as small as 35 kilobases, with 9
kilobases upstream of Xist and 6
kilobases downstream, seem to
be counted as additional X
chromosomes [9–11]. Xist RNA
accumulates on the transgenic
locus, the endogenous X or both;
the proportions of these three
classes of cells differ somewhat
with the particular transgene.
These transgenes also fit a simple
blocking factor model: blocking
factor could bind to either the
endogenous X chromosome or
one copy of the transgene, and all
other sites would be silenced.
Taken together, then, previous
data have suggested a model in
which each mammalian cell
produces just enough blocking
factor to keep one X chromosome
active, whether the single male X
or one of the two female X
chromosomes. The binding site
for this blocking factor would be
in the 37 kb region downstream of
Xist, from the deletion data, and
likely in the first 6 kilobases of this
region, from the effects of
introducing extra copies of the 35
kilobase transgene.
More recent work, however,
has suggested that the answer is
not so simple and uncovered
some unusual behavior of the
Tsix∆CpG allele in homozygous
female cells. Homozygous female
embryos survive at only half the
rate of males carrying the deletion
allele, with loss occurring around
the time of initiation of random X
inactivation in the embryo [12].
Homozygous female ES cells
display no growth defect when
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Figure 2. Transgenes and deletions of the Xic.
(A) Diagram of Xic region, with transcripts indicated above and regions of deletions and transgenes indicated below. Xist is indicated
in green, and the 5′Tsix and Xite regions are indicated in yellow. (B) Illustration of the genotypes (above the arrows) and phenotypes
(below the arrows) of the transgenes and deletions indicated in A. The 5′Tsix and Xite regions (yellow) and Xist (green) are indicated
on the X chromosomes (black) or as transgenes on autosomes (purple). The phenotype of 5′Tsix or Xite transgenes in female ES cells
(ii), suggests a model in which the Tsix/Xite region provides a binding site for an X-linked competence factor (red triangles), which
must be produced in two copies to promote X-inactivation (red parallelogram binding Tsix/Xite region). X-inactivation occurs in two
male cell lines (Y chromosome is orange): X∆65kbY (iii) and XYA35kbXistTg (iv), neither of which should produce active competence factor
because both have a single X chromosome. These data indicate much remains to be learned about X chromosome counting.
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undifferentiated, but induction of
differentiation results in massive
cell death [6]. Fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) for Xist RNA
reveals that a significant
percentage of cells have
inactivated both of their X
chromosomes; about the same
percentage as have inactivated
only one X chromosome. These
cells appear to display what
Jeannie Lee calls ‘chaotic
choice’; each cell randomly
inactivates zero, one or both of its
X chromosomes, with only the
cells inactivating a single
chromosome surviving. The cells
are no longer able to choose one
and only one X chromosome to
remain active.
To test whether the region
containing the 5′ portion of Tsix
contains sequences necessary for
counting, extra copies of this
region and other nearby regions
were introduced into male and
female ES cells as multicopy
transgenes [6]. All transgenes in a
15 kilobase region downstream of
Xist which includes Xite and the 5′
portion of Tsix result in a lack of
Xist coating on both the transgene
and the endogenous X
chromosomes upon differentiation.
This result is difficult to explain in a
simple blocking factor-only model
for X chromosome counting. If the
15 kilobase region contains the
binding site for blocking factor,
extra copies would be expected to
titrate away blocking factor,
inducing silencing of the single X
chromosome in males and
frequently resulting in two inactive
X chromosomes in female cells.
Lee [6] suggests that the
abolition of X inactivation upon
introduction of Tsix or Xite
transgenes implies instead that
these sequences are titrating
away something required for
initiation of X inactivation—a
competence factor. There are
several problems with the
competence factor/blocking
factor model, though. First, if Tsix
and Xite are binding sites for a
competence factor, why does
deleting these sequences lead to
inactivation of the mutant
chromosome in a heterozygous
female [2,5,7]? Secondly, if
competence factor is not present
in male cells, how can the single X
in male cells carrying the 65 kb
deletion be inactivated [7]?
It seems, then, that neither of
the simplest models for X
chromosome counting, blocking
factor alone or blocking factor
plus competence factor, is able to
satisfactorily account for all of the
data. The surprising effects of the
homozygous Tsix∆CpG deletion in
female cells suggest that making
homozygous ES cells carrying
other deletions in the Xic,
particularly the 65 kb deletion, will
be an important next step in
trying to sort out what is
happening in these cells.
Alternatives to the blocking factor
and competence factor models
propose that differences between
the two chromo somes prior to X-
inactivation determine the choice
of the active and inactive X
chromosomes [13]. Perhaps a
variation on one of these models
will help to explain the X
chromosome counting data.
There are still pieces missing
from the puzzle of how a cell
counts its X chromosomes, but it
looks like it will be an interesting
picture in the end.
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Mate choice, typically by
females, and competition for
matings and fertilisations,
typically by males, are the two
agents of sexual selection, and
until relatively recently, the
predominant view was that
sexual selection is either
beneficial or neutral in relation to
female fitness [1]. However,
theory has long predicted that if
there are direct costs of mate
choice for females, it is unlikely
that the indirect benefits that
females might gain from having
Evolution: Do Bad Husbands Make
Good Fathers?
Males sometimes harm their mates as they seek to maximise the
number of offspring they sire. But are females really suffering or do the
benefits of having sons that inherit their father’s manipulative traits
make up for the costs? Three recent studies provide the first hard data
addressing this issue, but they differ in their conclusions.
